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1 - Chapter 1 (How It All Began)

*Spotlight turns on*

Spirit: Hello. I'm Spirit the Hedgehog, the White Angel. I want to tell you all a story about a poor little
white hedgehog, who has no family, no friends, and is all alone.

*Spirit gets out a storybook*

Spirit: It all happened, way back in the past...

Story begins

Young Spirit looks up at the skies...

Young Spirit: I don't belong here. The Realm of Hell is not the perfect place for me.

Spirit's BG Voice: I have two, mean, horrible siblings that like to tear me up, beat me up, and threaten
me every hour.

Young Spirit: God...help me...I'm...too young...to be...in this place...

Two dark figures appear behind Spirit

Spirit's BG Voice: I have one brother, named Daimon. He's a complete jerk.

Young Daimon: Well, well, if it isn't the White Angel.

Spirit's BG Voice: And I have a tall sister, named Scarlet. Boy, were they jerks.

Young Scarlet: May I, dear brother?

Young Daimon: Knock yourself out, sis.

Scarlet walks up to Spirit, and then, she headlocks him

Young Scarlet: C'mon, little brother! Let's get to it!

Young Daimon: I'd be honored.

Daimon punches Spirit in the face, multiple times

Young Spirit: Hey! Cut that out! Ouch! That hurts! Stop!



Spirit continues to get beaten up

Young Spirit: I don't like you guys. You're not my real siblings.

Young Scarlet: You don't like your sis, eh?

Young Daimon: We can fix that.

Young Spirit: NO! DON'T DO IT!

Young Spirit continues to get beaten up, until...

Young Spirit: What is happening?

A white energy sphere surrounds him, and he floats...

Young Spirit: I-I'm floating...but...why?

After a few seconds, Spirit disappears

Young Scarlet: Bah, he disappeared!

Young Daimon: Oh well. He's gone anyway. We will meet again, brother. Someday.

Up in the skies, a white light occurs. Spirit, was seen in the Realm of Heaven. He awakens from his
unconsciousness, as he realizes...

Young Spirit: I've escaped...where am I?

TO BE CONTINUED...



2 - Chapter 2 (The Realm of Heaven)

Female Voice: Spirit...

Young Spirit: Wh-who's there?

Young Spirit then realizes that he is sitting on a cloud

Young Spirit: I'm not falling...why?

The next thing that Spirit knew, that he sees a girl hedgehog figure standing in front of him.

Young Spirit: Who are you?

Serenity: I'm Serenity, your true sister. I have brought you here from the Realm of Hell.

Young Spirit: But why did I end up here? Is there a reason?

Serenity: Yes, there is. The darkness can destroy your life.

Young Spirit: Tell me how I should free myself from the darkness.

Serenity: You must take human form.

Young Spirit: But why? I'm a hedgehog...

Serenity: Not only a hedgehog, but a White Angel.

Young Spirit: I'm...a White Angel?

Serenity: Yes, as the White Angel, you are destined to help out other people.

Young Spirit: Is that true? How can I possibly be a human?

Serenity: Go to the Earth.

Young Spirit: The Earth? *looks below* It's kind of far from here...

Serenity: Yes, the Earth is where you will be human.

Young Spirit: Oh...

Serenity: Now go.



Young Spirit: Serenity, I...

Serenity: *sighs* Just go...

Young Spirit: As you wish...

The angel wings sprout out from Spirit's back, and he flies down to Earth

Young Spirit: The heavens await me...



3 - Chapter 3 (My Life As A Human)

Spirit's BG Voice: And so, I have descended to Earth. I've became human after I've arrived.

Spirit looks at his own body

Human Spirit: I'm a human being...why?

Spirit's BG Voice: I was turned into a bishounen like figure. I had white hair, with blue eyes. I was also
wearing a white sweatshirt, and blue jeans, with the same shoes that I'm wearing.

Then, a holographic image of Serenity appears!

Serenity Image: Spirit the Hedgehog, it's time.

Human Spirit: Time for what?

Serenity Image: It is time for you to show the world that you are truly the White Angel.

Human Spirit: Thank you, dear sister. I won't forget this!

The holographic image of Serenity then disappears...

Human Spirit: Alright, it is time for the White Angel in action!

Spirit begins to walk down the street...

Human Spirit: How can there be a lot of people here?

Somewhere in the Realm of Hell...

Young Daimon: Bah, my brother has taken human form! What a fool!

Young Scarlet: What? Serenity? That makes me jealous!

Young Daimon: Sis? You know the Realm of Heaven?

Young Scarlet: Yes, I am her rival. I ALWAYS hate Serenity, for stealing my spotlight!

Young Daimon: Wow, your rivalry with her sure is strong...

Back on Earth...

Human Spirit: How can I possibly realize the truth? Heaven, Hell, that just doesn't mix in.



Spirit sees an old lady waiting for the cars to pass.

Human Spirit: I see an old lady...she could have trouble...

Spirit's BG Voice: Yes, as the White Angel, I am sworn to protect all of my loved ones.

Human Spirit: Excuse me, miss, can I help you?

Old Lady: Yes, I can't seem to cross the street, there is a traffic jam!

Human Spirit: I'm sorry to hear that...here, let me help you.

Spirit picks up the old lady, and flies into the skies

Old Lady: You can...fly?

Human Spirit: Yes, I have the wings to fly.

Spirit then carries the old lady to the other side of the pavement, over the cars

Old Lady: Thank you, young man!

Human Spirit: You are quite welcome. I will do ANYTHING to protect people. Farewell. *leaves*

Old Lady: Goodbye, child...

The old lady then sits on the bench

Old Lady: I need my vitamins...

In the Realm of Heaven...

Serenity: Well done, dear brother. You did quite well.

Jesus, who is Serenity's father, appears from the background

Jesus: Serenity, is there something troubling you?

Serenity: Not at all, father. Spirit can take care of himself now that he has achieved human form.

Jesus: That is wonderful...but you must take care of your newborn sister, Angelina. She's crying again.

Serenity: Yes, father. I will.

Back in the Realm of Hell...



Young Daimon: My brother is but a knife in my back...



4 - Chapter 4 (Am I the True White Angel?)

Spirit's BG Voice: I have somehow discovered that three thugs have been robbing the bank.

Human Spirit: What is all of this?

Spirit looks at the three thugs, as they take off with the bag of money in their hands.

Thug 1: Heh heh heh. That was too easy!

Thug 2: Yeah, you said it!

Thug 3: We're going to be rich men!

Human Spirit: Those three guys are bad news. I have to stop them...

In the Realm of Heaven...

Serenity: No...no, this can't be...those men...are bad...

Back on Earth...

Human Spirit: Stop right there, you three!

Thug 1: Huh?

Thug 2: Who goes there?

Thug 3: Who are you?

Spirit walks up to the three thugs

Human Spirit: You should know better than to take stuff that doesn't belong to you.

Thug 1: Who do ya think you are, huh?

Human Spirit: I am the White Angel, from the Realm of Heaven.

Thug 2: White Angel, huh? You'll be going back to Heaven when we're done with you!

Human Spirit: I wouldn't say that if I were you.

Thug 3: Why not?



Human Spirit: I'm more than just human. I'm a hedgehog!

Thug 2: Hedgehog, eh?

Thug 1: What a joke! Hedgehogs aren't real! Let's get 'im, boys! *unsheathes a pocket knife*

Human Spirit: I warned you...

Spirit puts up his guard, as the three thugs begin their attack

Thug 1: You ain't gettin' away that easy!

Thug 1 attempts to slash Spirit, who elbow strikes him in the gut

Human Spirit: Didn't your mother tell you not to play with knives?

Thug 1 is then knocked out

Thug 2: You're dead!

Thug 2 shoots some bullets at Spirit, which didn't phase him

Thug 2: What are you? A ghost?

Human Spirit: I'm the White Angel!

Spirit runs at high speed, and punches him in the face

Thug 2: Ouch...that's gonna leave a mark... *falls down*

Thug 3: You're mine!

Thug 3 and Spirit duke it out

Human Spirit: I wouldn't mind a little street fighting.

Thug 3: I do mind!

In the Realm of Heaven...

Jesus: That's more like it, my son. Keep going. You are the true White Angel!



5 - Chapter 5 (My Destiny Awaits Me)

Human Spirit: Give up. You can't win.

Thug 3: I was about to say the same thing as you, pal!

Thug 3 throws a knife at Spirit, which didn't affect him, instead, it went through him

Thug 3: Hey, I thought I killed you!

Human Spirit: Can't you figure it out for yourself?

Thug 3: What?

Human Spirit: Everything you throw right through me, will be unaffected.

Thug 3: You're...not human!

Human Spirit: Now it's my turn. SPIRIT ARROW!

Spirit forms a bow from his hands, and gets ready to fire an energy arrow

Human Spirit: It's time to end your sinful ways.

Thug 3: G-Get away from me! *runs away*

Spirit releases an energy arrow at the third thug, knocking him down*

Thug 3: N-No way... *falls over*

Human Spirit: That takes care of those three.

Spirit then notices two hedgehog ears popping out from the top of his head

Human Spirit: What's...happening...to me?

Spirit then runs away, as the police cars run up to the three thugs

In the Realm of Heaven...

Serenity: His human form...it's wearing off...

Jesus: I fear this would happen...



Back on Earth...

Spirit's shadow is seen in the streets, and he starts changing into a hedgehog again!

Human Spirit: I...can't...control it!

Spirit changes back into a hedgehog

Young Spirit: I'm a hedgehog again...

Spirit's BG Voice: Just then, I realized, that I've turned back into my hedgehog form. But one question
lies ahead of me: When, and what, has caused all of this?



6 - Chapter 6 (The Fall of the White Angel)

Young Spirit: How did this happen?

Serenity's Voice: Your human form will not last forever, dear brother.

Young Spirit: Sis?

Serenity's Voice: Your human form will only last for 30 minutes, and then you will become a hedgehog
again.

Young Spirit: Is that true?

Serenity's Voice: I'm afraid so.

Young Spirit: So this how it happened...my human form is gone!

In the Realm of Hell...

Young Daimon: Bah, my brother became a hedgehog again. What a fool.

Young Scarlet: What a loser he is!

Young Daimon: You can say that again!

Young Scarlet: Come to think of it, I'm SO getting tired of all this crap!

Young Daimon: Me too...

Out in the snowy mountains...

Young Spirit: Man, this blizzard just couldn't get any worser than this!

Spirit's BG Voice: Just then, I was traveling alone in the snow, with no one to guide me...except the
ancestors from the Realm of Heaven...

Young Spirit: I-I-I c-can get m-myself a f-fireplace by n-now!

Spirit finds a cave

Young Spirit: This looks like a perfect place...

Spirit then enters inside the cave



Young Spirit: I can't believe...that the snow...is getting inside my fur! Talk about migration!

Spirit's teeth chatter

Young Spirit: I should bring something with me...like a blanket...

Spirit then curls up into a ball

Young Spirit: I'm...f-f-f-freezing!!!!!...

Spirit couldn't withstand such painful cold

Spirit's BG Voice: Just then, I couldn't handle such freezing coldness within my body. This is no place for
the White Angel.

Young Spirit: R-R-R-Remind me...to warm up...in hot...s-springs...Serenity!



7 - Chapter 7 (The Help Of A New Friend)

Spirit's BG Voice: One day has passed. The blizzard passed, and I was about to travel around the city...

Young Spirit: That was a terrible night I had...hopefully I can...

Young Spirit accidentally slides on a hill of snow

Young Spirit: Oooooh...I think my butt froze!

Spirit's BG Voice: And so, I've traveled everywhere in the horizon...encountered many dangers...and just
when I was about to exit out of the horizons...

Young Spirit: I dink... *sniff* I'm geding a cold...

Spirit was about to sneeze!

Young Spirit: Ah...ah...ah...AH-CHOO!

Spirit's sneeze echoed everywhere in the world.

Young Spirit: I don't feel so good!

All of a sudden, a rumble occurs

Young Spirit: Whad...whad is dat?

An avalanche comes down behind him

Young Spirit: It's an avalanche!

Spirit makes a hasty run for it

Spirit's BG Voice: Just then, an avalanche was keeping up with me, hopefully to swallow me alive...

Young Spirit: I god to ged ouda here!

Spirit's BG Voice: Just when I was about to escape...

The avalanche captures Spirit, and he is about to fall into a giant icy canyon

Spirit's BG Voice: I was about to fall into a giant canyon caved with snow, until...

The numchucks come down, and wrap up Spirit's body!



Spirit's BG Voice: I've noticed that those numchucks would save my life...and then, I was pulled up...to
the surface...

Young Spirit: I'm alive...why am I not dead?

Spirit's BG Voice: When I got pulled up, I noticed that there was a panda.

Young Danny: Are you okay?

Young Spirit: Yes, thanks to you.

Young Danny: You seem to be in danger...

Young Spirit: I can't remember who is my true family...

Young Danny: That's kind of sad. What's your name?

Young Spirit: My name is Spirit, the White Angel hedgehog.

Young Danny: Pleased to meet you. I'm Danny. Danny the Panda!

Young Spirit: Danny...well, Danny, where are you from?

Young Danny: I can't tell ya. Wherever I live, my eyes tell me that.

Young Spirit: Wow...I come from two Realms...Heaven and Hell...

Young Danny: You're from two Realms?

Young Spirit: Yep. I have a mean brother and sister in my family, and two sisters in my other family.

Young Danny: Don't worry, Spirit. I'll help ya out, buddy!

Spirit's BG Voice: So, we quickly made friends, and I wasn't alone...



8 - Chapter 8 (Seven Years Later)

Spirit's BG Voice: Seven years have passed. Danny and I have been traveling through many dangerous
adventures, but luckily, we survived...

Danny: Hey, Spirit, maybe we can go to a restaurant and have a hot dog...with french fries...

Spirit: Sounds good. I can live with that.

Spirit's BG Voice: I was 15, and Danny, was 16. I guess we're both teenagers...

Danny: We're in!

Spirit: Here we go...

Danny and Spirit enter inside a restaurant

When all of a sudden, Daimon and Scarlet watches them both go in

Spirit's BG Voice: Yep, Daimon's gotten taller, as well as Scarlet...this could get worse...

Daimon: Hey sis, this is going to be a blasting bananza!

Scarlet: I can't wait!

Daimon: All we have to do is grab Danny's attention, and then you can have him!

Spirit's BG Voice: What could my tall sister want with Danny?

Inside the restaurant...

Danny: This is the life, eh, Spirit?

Spirit: Yep, it sure is.

Danny: It feels good to have a friend...

Spirit: Yeah...

When all of a sudden, Daimon and Scarlet peek through the window. Scarlet sees Danny with hearts in
her eyes

Daimon: C'mon, sis! This is no time to be all lovey-dovey!



Scarlet: He's so handsome...

Daimon: SCARLET!

Scarlet: Oh, alright... *sighs*

Back inside the restaurant...

Danny: Hey Spirit, either a girl just peeked through the window, or I'm just imagining things...

Spirit: Ah, there's no way my big sister can do such a thing like that...

Waitress comes in with two hot dogs

Waitress: Here's your two hot dogs, boys!

Danny: Sweet!

Spirit: Time to chow down.

Danny: Bottoms up!

*Danny and Spirit start eating hot dogs*

(Reminder: Sorry, but Spirit won't be in the next chapter.)



10 - Chapter 9 (Serenity's Life)

Deep in the Realm of Heaven...

Serenity: Father, do you think that my brother is alright down there?

Jesus: Yes. The one they call Danny will do anything to protect my son from harm's way.

Angelina: Especially those mean people from the Realm of Hell!

Jesus: Yes, especially them.

Serenity: Who is this Danny? He looks kinda cute...

Angelina: Sis? Are you okay?

Serenity: He's just SOOOOOOO kawaii!

Jesus: Serenity, if you love Danny so much, then why do you insist going out on a date with him?

Serenity: Father, you should know the differences between hedgehogs and pandas.

Jesus: A panda, is it?

Serenity: Yes. You know what pandas are, don't you? Big, furry, black and white...

Jesus: So this is what it's all about...

Down on Earth...

Scarlet: Bah, that Serenity! She makes me SOOOOOOO jealous on the inside!

Daimon: I loathe those cowards! They give Hell a bad name!

Scarlet: In fact, our father will not be very happy.

Daimon: Yeah, I'm getting sick of that Jesus guy.

Scarlet: Don't I wanna go out on a date?

Daimon: Are you too young?

Scarlet: No...I'm never too old! In fact, I live forever!



Daimon: For 200 years?

Scarlet: No, 1,000!

Daimon: *sigh*

Back in the Realm of Heaven...

Angelina: Sis, you seem a little tired. You need some rest...

Serenity: *yawn* You're right. I need to sleep...
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